
Nokia C31
Signature Nokia phone durability and security, the best of AndroidTM 12 with 
latest innovations from Google, combined with enhanced privacy and 
streamlined software which takes your data and storage even further.

LOVE IT: See bigger. Capture better.

Nokia C31 is designed to maximise every moment with a dazzling 6.7” HD+ 
display, and triple rear and selfie cameras powered by ‘Camera from Google’ 
capturing awesome shots, day or night.

TRUST IT: You do you for longer.

Nokia C31 gives you the freedom to keep going longer from a single charge, so 
you can stream, scroll and surf the web for longer. All thanks to three-day 
battery life1, and AI-powered battery saving features.

KEEP IT: Reliable and robust, as always.

Discover quality that doesn’t compromise on looks. The durable Finnish design 
and tough manufacturing standards with IP52-rated protection means Nokia 
C31 is better protected against the bumps and knocks of daily life. Android 12 
delivers the latest innovations from Google – plus, with less preloads, you get a 
software experience that makes your mobile data and storage go even further.

1Based on real-life usage test by HMD Global. More info at 
https://www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-C31. Actual results may vary due to changes in 
connectivity, environmental conditions, or other variables. 2 All specifications, features 
and other product information provided are subject to change without notice.  3 Pre-
installed system software and apps use a significant part of memory space. MicroSD card 
sold separately. 4 Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over 
time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced. Actual results may vary due to 
changes in connectivity, environmental conditions, or other variables. 5 From the global 
launch date of Nokia C31. HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for 
phones and tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. Variations on 
offering may apply. Check local availability. 
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Make every moment count.

Network 
speed: 4G LTE Cat4

OS: AndroidTM 12 

Platform: Unisoc 9863A1 octa-core up to 1.6 GHz

Memory and
storage:

3/32, 4/64, 4/128 GB RAM (LPDDR4X) / 
ROM, support up to 256 GB MicroSD card3

Display: 6.7” (6.745”) HD+ display with selfie notch | 2.5D 
toughened cover glass | Brightness boost

Camera and
flash:

Camera from Google | 13 MP main + 2 MP depth 
+ 2 MP macro rear camera setup, Led flash | 5 MP 
front camera | Night mode, Portrait mode, HDR, 
Storage Smarts

Connectivity
and sensors:

802.11 b/g/n | Bluetooth 4.2 | GPS/AGPS | Ambient
light sensor | Proximity sensor | Accelerometer | 
Micro USB with OTG | 3.5mm audio jack

Battery and 
charging:

Non-removable 5050 mAh4 | 10W (5V2A) charging | 
Super Battery Saver

Security: Face unlock with mask | Rear fingerprint sensor | 2 
years of quarterly security updates5

Dimensions: 169.2mm x 77.98mm x 8.6mm | Weight 200g

Card slots: Nano SIM slot (+ Nano Sim Slot in DS) + MicroSD slot

Others: IP52 | FM Radio (Headset required)

Sales package includes:
• Nokia C31 device
• Quick start guide
• Micro-USB cable

https://www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-C31

